MY DEAR FRIEND

A short history of Nazi German
Before 1933
World War I (1914–1918) devastated Europe and created new countries. Tens of millions of soldiers and civilians died or
were injuried, and property and industry were seriously demaged. In 1933, over 9 million Jews lived in Europe (1.7% of
the total population)—working hardly because of the economic depression. German Jews numbered about 500,000 or
less than 1% of the national population.
1933–1938
Adolf Hitler became German chancellor on January 30, 1933 and the Nazi state (also referred to as the Third Reich)
quickly became a regime in which citizens had no guaranteed basic rights. The Nazi state brought an end to the Weimar
Republic, the German parliamentary democracy established after World War I. In 1933, the regime established the first
concentration camps, imprisoning its political opponents, homosexuals, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and others classified as
“dangerous.” Extensive propaganda was used to spread the Nazi Party’s racist ideals. During the first six years of
Hitler’s dictatorship, more than 400 decrees and regulations that restricted all aspects of German Jews’ public and
private lives.
1939–1941
On September 1, 1939, Germany invaded Poland. Over the next year, Nazi Germany and its allies conquered much of
Europe. German officials confiscated Jewish property, in many places required Jews to wear identifying armbands, and
established ghettos and forced-labor camps. In June 1941, Germany turned on its ally, the Soviet Union. The German
army carried out mass shootings as it advanced into Soviet lands. Gas vans also appeared on the eastern front in late
fall 1941.
1942–1945
In a period marked by intense fighting on both the eastern and western fronts of World War II, Nazi Germany also
intensified the “Final Solution.” These years saw systematic deportations of millions of Jews to increasingly efficient
killing centers using poison gas. By the end of the war in spring 1945, as the Germans and their Axis partners were
pushed back on both fronts, Allied troops discovered the crimes committed during the Holocaust.

Read the text and complete Nazi
German timeline
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1914-18:_____________________
1933:__________________________
30 January 1933____________________
_________: concentation camps established
1 September 1939:___________________
_________:Nazi German conquered Europe
1941:____________________
____________: the “Final Solution” took place
Spring 1945: ___________________________

NAZIS VS JEWS KEY WORDS
•
•

Totalitarianism
a govt. or doctrine in which one political party or
group maintains complete control and makes all
others illegal

•
•

Third Reich
official name of the Nazi regime; ruled from 19331945 under command of Adolf Hitler

•
•

Nazi
acronym for National Socialist German Workers'
Party

•
•

Gestapo
the Nazi Secret State police

•
•

Swastika
symbol of the Nazi party; originally an ancient
religious symbol

•
•

Aryan
term used to describe a "race" of people they
viewed as being racially superior

•
•

The myth of Race
Nazis claimed that the Jews were a
separate "race" and that
characteristics/weaknesses of their "race"
could not be escaped

•
•

Anti-semitism & anti-judaism
prejudice against the Jewish people

•
•

Nuremberg Laws
passed by Hitler in 1935, designed to
exclude Jews from economic and political
life in Germany

•
•
•

Kristallnacht
Night of Broken Glass, organized pogrom
against Jews in Germany and Austria in
November 1938

Holocaust: Key Terms and Concepts
•

Holocaust: term translates as "burnt offering"; refers to the

annihilation of the Jews of Europe by the Nazis. Some 6 million Jews had
been killed

•

The Final Solution: Nazi code word for the physical extermination of
European Jews

•

Genocide: systematic killing of an entire nation or race of people

•

Ghetto: area of the city to which Jews were restricted and from which
they were forbidden to leave

•

Yellow Star: the 6-pointed Star of David made of yellow cloth and
sewn to the clothing of European Jews so that they could be easily
identified

•

Deportation: forced removal of Jews from homes in Nazi-occupied

countries; under the pretense of resettlement, Jews were sent to camps

•

Concentration Camps: work and death camps located in Germany
and Poland to incarcerate and exterminate Jews, Gypsies, political
dissidents, and others deemed "undesirable" by the Nazis

•

Auschwitz: in Poland, largest death camp built by Nazis. Over 2
million people perished here.

•

Resistance: physical and spiritual opposition to the Nazis

Match the words with the correct
definitions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nazi
Gestapo
Swastika
The Final Solution
Anti-semitism & anti-judaism
Concentration camp
Resistance
Deportation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nazi code word for the physical
extermination of European Jews
the Nazi Secret State police
forced removal of Jews from homes
in Nazi-occupied countries
acronym for National Socialist
German Workers' Party
prejudice against the Jewish people
symbol of the Nazi party; originally
an ancient religious symbol
Physical and spiritual opposition to
the Nazis
work and death camps located in
Germany and Poland to incarcerate
and exterminate Jews, Gypsies,
political dissidents, and others
"undesirable" by the Nazis

Anne Frank’s life
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Anne Frank was born on 12 June 1929 in Frankfurt ,
Germany. Her father was a businessman. She had a sister,
Margot is three years older. Hitler’s rise to power and antisemitism put an end to the family’s free life.
Otto Frank and his wife Edith decided to leave Germany and
went to Amsterdam. Otto and his family tried to emigrate to
England and the U.S.A. but these attempts failed. On 1
September 1939 Germany invaded Poland and World War
Two started.
On 10 May 1940 German troops invaded and occupied
Holland. Anti-Jewish regulations soon followed. Anne and
Margot went to a Jewish school but Otto lost his business.
Otto and Edith decided to hide in a house behind his
business .
The Frank family was with the Van Pels family and the
dentist Fritz Pfeffer . They remained in the secret annex for
over two years.
The people in hiding had to stay very quiet, they were often
afraid and were helped by some of the office workers These
helpers brought food, clothes and books.
Anne receives a diary for her 13th birthday and she wrote it
during her time in hiding.

Anne’s arrest and deportation
•

•

•

•

On 4 August 1944 the people in hiding and
helpers were arrested. They were deported to
Auschwitz. After the arrest Miep Gies , one of
the helpers, found Anne's diary and papers
that left in the secret annex.
Otto Frank was the only one to survive : Anne
and her sister died of disease and deprivation
in Bergen-Belsen. Miep Gies then gave him
Anne's diary and papers.
Anne wrote in her diary that she wanted to be
a writer or a journalist and that she wanted to
publish her diary as a novel. Otto Frank
published her diary, “The Secret Annex”, on 25
June 1947, in an edition of 3.000. Many more
editions, translations , a play and a film
followed .
People from all over the world learn of Anne
Frank's story. Over the years Otto Frank
answered thousands of letters from people
who have read his daughter's diary. In 1960
the Anne Frank House becomes a museum.
Otto Frank remained involved with the Anne
Frank House and campaigns for human rights
until his death in 1980.

Read the text and complete the
FACTFILE about Anne Frank’s life
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Born _________________________________
Family________________________________
Moved _______________________________
Hiding place____________________________
People in hiding_________________________
Arrest_________________________________
Deportation____________________________
Died__________________________________
Diary published_________________________

Anne Frank and her diary
•
•

•
•

Anne Frank starts writing in her diary on her 13th birthday.
Then she takes the diary to the hiding place.She writes
about events in the secret annex. She spends more time
thinking about life, and records her thoughts in her diary.
Her diary was a great support to her.
She also writes short stories and collects her favourite
sentences by other writers in a notebook.
Anne hopes to publish her diary as a novel after the war.
So she starts rewriting it. But she's discovered and
arrested before she completes her work.

She has no truly close friends to confide in, so in her diary
she writes detailed letters to an imaginary friend named
Kitty
She writes on the inside cover of her diary:” I hope I will be
able to confide everything to you, as I have never been able
to confide in anyone, and I hope you will be a great source
of comfort and support.”

Pages from Anne’s diary
•

•

I see the eight of us in the Annex as if we
were a patch of blue sky surrounded by
menacing black clouds. . . . [They loom]
before us like an impenetrable wall,
trying to crush us, but not yet able to. I
can only cry out and implore, “Oh ring,
ring, open wide and let us out!”
(8 November 1943) Anne is
pessimistic about her chances of
survival. She misses nature so she
descibes her feelings with an image
of nature. The image of blue sky
suggests freedom.Dark clouds
signifying the oppression and
restrictions of the Jews, covers the sky
suffocating Anne. Anne’s blue sky
represents liberation

Read the letter and decide if these
sentences are TRUE or FALSE
• 1.Anne is not afraid of the Nazus T/F
• 2.She uses images of the nature to express her
feelings T/F
• 3.The blue sky represents freedom T/F
• 4.The black clouds represent the Jews T/F
• 5.The black clouds are like a door T/F
• At the end Anna cries for liberation T/F

Pages from Anne’s diary
• “It’s difficult in times like these: ideals, dreams and
cherished hopes rise within us, only to be crushed by grim
reality. It’s a wonder I haven’t abandoned all my ideals,
they seem so absurd and impractical. Yet I cling to them
because I still believe, in spite of everything, that people are
truly good at heart.”
• Anne writes this on July 15, 1944, less than one month
before the Nazis arrest her and her family, sending them all
to the concentration camps. This quotation from Anne’s
diary is an amazing expression of optimism in the face of
imminent and incomprehensible cruelty. After two years
living in extremely difficult circumstances she is able to find
in herself hope and optimism

Read the letter and decide if these
sentences are TRUE or FALSE
• 1.After two years in hiding Anne has no hopes
T/F
• 2.She has still ideals, dreams T/F
• 3.She thinks that the world is going on well
T/F
• 4.Anne thinks that man’s heart is good T/F
• 5.Anne is optimistic T/F
• 6. Anne writes this letter after her arrest T/F

DIARY (Italian teacher)
It is a personal, private kind of text in which the author records
day by day the most important events of his/her life,
experiences, reflections, feelings and moods
Purposes:
Unburden oneself
Think about oneself
Remember actions and feelings
Record historical events

• Features:
• Division in passages(
• pages of diary)
• Opening greetings and closing
greetings
• First person writing. The writer is
also the protagonist
• Record of real events and
thoughts in chronological order
• Abbreviations and incomplete
information
• Tenses:Simple Present, Present
Perfect
• Simple, direct, informal language

Sophie Scholl
What motivated a 21 year old university
student in Munich to risk her life
speaking against Hitler?
Today in Germany Sophie Scholl in one of
the most popular heroes.
She and other members of the White Rose
group, including her brother Hans,
clandestinely published and distributed
anti Nazi leaflets between the summer
1942 and February 1943.
On 19 February 1943 Hans and Sophie
placed copies of a sixth leaflet produced
by the White Rose group in the halls of
the University of Munich. Sophie
dropped leaflets over the university
balcony down to the atrium below.
They were arrested, tried and executed on
22 February.

Family and early life
• She was born on 9 May 1921 in
Forchtenberg, Germany. Her father
Robert was the Mayor of the town and
an ardent critic of the Nazis.
• The Scholl family- there were 6
children- were Christians and her
father’s opposition to Hitler influenced
the children.
• In 1937 her father was imprisoned for
criticising Hitler and also her brothers
were arrested : all that strongly
impressed Sophie.

The University and the White Rose
• May 1942: Sophie entered the University of Munich as a student of
biology while her brother Hans was studying medicine.
• He introduced her to his friends who had formed a group called the
White Rose. They were interested in art, music, literature : together
they went to theatre, they listened to music, they discussed about
authors and banned books. During their breaks from studies, they
enjoyed spending time together, hiking in the mountains , skiing
and swimming.
• Sophie and his friends decided to fight against Hitler’s tyranny not
with bullets or bombs but with WORDS printed in leaflets that
proclaimed the desire to live in a free and democratic society.
• They encouraged people to think and act more independently. Their
leaflets mentioned the mass extermination of jews and other
atrocities committed by the Nazis. Their main focus was the
resistence to Nazi dictatorship.

Trial and execution

•
•
•

19 February 1943 Sophie was arrested while she was
distributing the sixth leaflet at the University.
In the People’s Court before the judge Sophie says: ”
Somebody, after all, had to make a start. What we
wrote and said is also believed by many others. They
just don’t dare express themselves as we did.”

Her last words before being executed
were:”It is such a splendid sunny day and
I have to go. But how many have to die
on the battlefield in these days, how
many young, promising lives. What does
my death matter if by our acts thousands
are warned and alerted. Among the
student body there certainly be a revolt”.

Read the text and complete the
FACTFILE about Sophie Scholl
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Born________________________________
Family_______________________________
Studies_______________________________
Secret group___________________________
Activities of the group___________________
Anti-Nazi actions________________________
Arrest________________________________
Sentence_____________________________
Died_________________________________

Sophie Scholl’s letters : she writes letters to her
boyfriend Fritz Hartnagel and to her friends
• “Isn't it a riddle . . . that everything is so
beautiful? Despite the horror. Lately I've
noticed something grand and mysterious
peering through my sheer joy in all that is
beautiful, a sense of its creator . . . Only
man can be truly ugly, because he has the
free will to estrange himself from this song
of praise.
It often seems that he'll manage to drown
out this hymn with his cannon thunder,
curses and blasphemy. But during this past
spring it has dawned upon me that he won't
be able to do this.”

Read the letter and decide if the
sentences are TRUE or FALSE
• 1.Sophie notices the beauty of nature T/F
• 2.She is unhappy and sad T/F
• 3.She thinks that there isn’t a creator who has
made all things T/F
• 4.She thinks that man is good T/F
• 5.Sophie thinks that man can’t destroy the
world T/F
• 6.Sophie is optimistic T/F

The decision: resistance to Hitler
“The real damage is done by those millions
who want to 'survive.' The honest men who
just want to be left in peace. Those who
don’t want their little lives disturbed by
anything bigger than themselves. Those for
whom freedom, honour, truth, and
principles are only literature. Those who
live small, die small. It’s the reductionist
approach to life: if you keep it small, you’ll
keep it under control. But it’s all an
illusion, because they die too… Life is
always on the edge of death; narrow streets
lead to the same place as wide avenues,
and a little candle burns itself out just like
a flaming torch does. I choose my own way
to burn.”

Decide if the following sentences are
TRUE or FALSE
• 1.Sophie has a bad opinion of people who don’t want
to be involved T/F
• 2.People who want “to be left in peace” means that
they don’t want to react against Nazis T/F
• 3.Sophie is in favour of “living small” thai is staying
aside without partecipating T/F
• 4.Sophie thinks that if you are not involved you are safe
T/F
• 5.Sophie chooses the action T/F
• 6.Sophie knows that opposition to Nazis can’t be
dangerous T/F

Lay out of a letter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sender’s address
Ex: Via Roma 10
48013 Brisighella (RA)
ITALY
DATE: 12th April 2016
1)Opening greetings: Dear…… /Hi!
2)Introduction: Thank you for your letter / I was very happy to receive/get your letter
I’m very happy you are my new net friend.
I have just received your letter. Thank you very much.
3)The body of the letter: In this letter I want to tell you (something) about…..
I’m going to tell you about…/I have a lot of things to tell you…
I’d like to let you know (something) about…
As for my family / hobbies ( town…)
4)Ending a letter: What about you? / I’d be very interested to know about yourself and your family
That’s all for now. / I hope to hear from you soon / Write back soon and tell me about …
Write as soon as possible / please answer my letter as soon as you can / very soon.
I’m looking forward to hearing from you / Please write soon and tell me…
5)Closing greetings All the best / love from / your friend / yours
6) Signature

Topics of a letter (English teacher)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ABOUT YOURSELF : Introduce yourself : nationality, age, birthday, physical description (height, build, hair,
eyes), personality.
Hobbies, sports, favourite actors, singers, bands, colour, food, clothes, subjects.
Describe your daily routine ( I get up at../I have breakfast..I go to school…)
Introduce your family : father and mother ( name,age, job), brother(s), sister(s) :
Name(s), age(s), occupation(s).
Describe the house /flat where you live in : location (centre, outskirts, country).
Big / small . Number of floors / rooms .Describe your bedroom : what there is (television.
Computer…)
-THE TOWN WHERE YOU LIVE: small / large / old / medieval / modern.
Position : north east of Italy. Number of inhabitants.
Places of interest / monuments (The Rocca, the Clock Tower…)
Facilities : swimming pool,cinema, theatre, sports centre…
Special traditions :Medieval Feasts, typical dishes…
-DESCRIBE YOUR SCHOOL : Name. Position. Old /new / large / small. Number of students, number of classes.
Special classes (computer lab, science lab, language lab, gym, art, music rooms…).
What your classroom is like (what is there inside).
Best friends (describe him /her). Special teachers (describe one of them).
School timetable. Favourite subjects. An activity you like(d) most: a project,
a Science experiment,a video you saw.
-ABOUT THE PAST: A (SCHOOL) TRIP / HOLIDAY YOU DID: where you went, when you left / arrived.
Who you went with. How you travelled. Where you stayed.
Some information about the place you went. What you visited / saw / did.
What you ate / drank / bought. What the weather was like.
When you came /got back. Personal opinion about the trip / holiday.

Film:Sophie
Scholl’s Final
Days
• In 2005 a film about Sophie’s last days was released
“Sophie Scholl: The Final Days”. It reconstructs the
last six days of her life. Based on interviews with
survivors , transcripts and official police records, this
film dramatizes her arrest, her interrogation, her
imprisonment, her trial, and her execution. This film
reminds that German resistance was active and that
young people played prominent roles in the German
resistance movement. It is also a reminder of how
difficult resistance can be in a dictatorship.

Viewing activities
Part one: The resistance activity of the
White Rose
• Are the following sentences True or False?
• 1.The name of the group of the students was the Red
Rose
• 2.Sophie and Hans were friends
• 3.Their resistance activity consisted in printing and
spreading leaflets
• 4.They were distributing the second leaflet
• 5.They had to be cautious and careful
• 6.Nazi German considered enemies people with
different political ideas

( part two)Sophie’s trial
• Yes /No questions
• 1.During the trial was Sophie threatened and
intimidated?
• 2.Did she have a lawyer?
• 3.Was Sophie composed and calm?
• 4.Was the judge shouting and insulting her?
• 5.Did the student receive a fair trial?
• 6.Was the verdict in favour of the students?

